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We open to a black screen. A deep heartbeat sound gradually 
increases in volume in the background (Pink Floyd ‘Breathe’ 
style). Slowly the title card ‘BLACK-TAILED BANSHEE’ is hand *
written onto the screen. As the words appear, the heartbeat *
changes into the piecing sound of a BANSHEE WAIL screaming 
out of every speaker. The wail increases in volume and 
intensity until, it eventually morphs into the sound of a 
ticking clock.

FADE IN:

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

A POCKET WATCH is being held by someone who we don’t yet see. 
The small hand of the watch is ticking along nicely.

We pull back to reveal the watch owner is an old man, 
standing in a high-ceilinged, Victorian style lounge.

This is BURT (60s). He is wearing a grey cardigan which 
covers a white shirt and a pair of sturdy looking trousers 
are held up by black worn out braces. An old set of 
spectacles adorn his face.

An ornate GRANDFATHER CLOCK takes pride of place in the room 
and Burt is moving his gaze between that and his pocket 
watch, seemingly concerned.

Burt addresses the grandfather clock in anticipation, as it 
approaches 8pm.

BURT
Keep going... *

He takes another glance to his pocket watch. Then back up to 
the clock.

BURT (CONT’D)
Don’t fail me now...

Burt lets out a sigh of relief as the clock begins to chime 
for the hour, producing a big smile on the old man’s face.

Burt pats the clock in thanks.

As the clock chimes continue, we begin to hear the singing 
voice of a small boy coming from outside the room. We can 
just make out what he is singing.

BOYS VOICE (O.S.)
Three little ghosts, three little 
ghosts...



INT. CORRIDOR - NIGHT

We are now in the corridor with JIMMY (8). He is peddling 
fast on a small trike, singing to himself and seemingly very 
happy.

Jimmy has all the mannerisms you would expect from a boy of 
his age. His clothes are bright and his whole demeanor seems 
playful and happy.

JIMMY
They scare us every night, they 
scare us every night...

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Burt looks up from his pocket watch, seemingly annoyed at 
this new distraction.

As the last stroke of the clock chimes, Jimmy comes bursting 
into the Lounge through one of the curtains. He is scrambling 
along quickly with his trike veering left and right. He zooms 
past Burt almost knocking him over and on to the other side 
of the room, where the kitchen is located.

Burt calls out after him in a frustrated voice. *

BURT
Ah, Jimmy! *

Jimmy manages to knock over a plant pot which was standing *
near the kitchen door.

BURT (MUMBLING TO HIMSELF) (CONT’D)
Oh, come on! *

Burt reaches out his arm towards Jimmy and looks around, as *
if about to complain to someone, but there is no one to vent *
to. *

He raises his arm in annoyance and continues to look around *
as if complaining to an imaginary crowd. *

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

A woman is cooking in the kitchen, preparing some kind of 
meal. This is EMMA (30s) and she is wearing a white apron 
which is spotless clean, as is the rest of the kitchen. She 
is meticulously cleaning everything, clearly suffering from 
some kind of OCD.
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Jimmy screeches to a halt, almost tipping his trike over 
sideways to stop in time. He looks up excitedly at Emma.

Jimmy’s words burst out of his mouth as if there is a huge 
matter of urgency.

JIMMY
When’s dinner ready?

Emma stops what she’s doing and looks down at him. A warm 
smile coming over her face. She speaks in a soft motherly 
voice.

EMMA
It’s still going to be 40 minutes 
or so sweet pea.

Jimmy’s face drops as if the world has ended.

Emma moves over to comfort him, crouching down to mirror his 
height. She starts to straighten and tidy his clothing and 
hair as she kisses him on the forehead.

EMMA (CONT’D)
Tell you what, I’ll make you your 
favorite chocolate cake afterwards, 
how does that sound?

Jimmy’s face lights up with an excited smile. He can barely 
contain himself.

Emma continues in a whisper.

EMMA (CONT’D)
Go get Burt to read you a story 
while you’re waiting.

Jimmy can’t get off his trike quick enough, knocking it over 
in the process. He spins on his heels and darts back into the 
Lounge.

Emma smiles after him, as she picks up the trike and moves it 
neatly to one side.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Burt and Jimmy are sitting down on the sofa in the middle of 
the room. Burt is showing Jimmy different books but all of 
them look boring to the excitable young boy, as he shakes his 
head to each one.

The Grandfather clock begins to chime for 9pm.
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Burt again pulls out his pocket watch and smiles, not saying 
a word, as we interpret that it’s kept perfect time once 
more.
As the clock hits its final chime, we hear a very quiet 
BANSHEE WAIL coming from somewhere in the house.

Jimmy’s face lights up with excitement as he stares up wide-
eyed at Burt. He exaggerates every word.

JIMMY
What. On. Earth. Was. That?

Burt looks concerned as he speaks quietly to Jimmy.

BURT
That’s history. *

Burt takes a quick glance at his pocket watch and shakes his *
head. *

BURT (CONT’D) *
Catching up with us. *

Jimmy is unsure what Burt is referring to.

JIMMY
What?

Burt is still trying to locate the source of the scream as he 
continues.

BURT
An evil that’s haunted our family *
for generations. *

Jimmy looks more excited than scared and is getting impatient 
with Burt’s elusiveness.

JIMMY
What? Tell me!

Burt looks around the room, searching for something. He 
eventually settles his gaze on a side table.

BURT
Best I show you. *

Burt moves to the side table and brings back a dusty old 
book. The book has a pair of intertwined dragons on the *
front. *

As he sits back down he pauses before opening the book. *

Jimmy waits in anticipation, then begs his words. *
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JIMMY
Pleeeeaaaasssse.

Burt reluctantly opens the book. We can clearly see the main *
title ‘TALES FROM BEYOND’ on the opening page. *

There is a quote below it which reads ‘Time speeds up as it *
nears the end’ *

Burt flicks through to a chapter in the middle. *

The chapter title reads BLACK-TAILED BANSHEE. 

A horrific picture of the creature is drawn in shaded pencil 
below.

On seeing the title, Jimmy’s face and eyes look so excited as 
he glances back up to Burt in eager anticipation. Burt begins 
to read in a dramatic story-telling voice.

BURT
The most evil of all the Banshees 
are the Black-Tailed kind. It is 
told that when a Banshee wails, it 
signifies that someone is about to 
die. But, with the Black-Tailed 
Banshee, if you see yourself when 
you hear that scream, then the 
Banshee becomes aware of your 
existence and your own image is 
replaced by her horrific face as 
you are frighted to death.

Burt is leaning closer and closer into Jimmy as his voice 
gets more and more dramatic.

BURT (CONT’D)
Black-Tailed Banshees only have the *
life-force to appear in the human 
world for 1 hour every day, so once 
you hear their first scream it’s 
best to avoid your own image until 
that hour is up.

Burt closes the book and places it on the floor. He speaks to 
Jimmy in a whisper

BURT (CONT’D)
If we all stay in our own rooms, it 
might not realize we’re...

Burt’s words are cut short as this time an ear-piercing 
Banshee scream resonates through the whole house.
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Both Burt and Jimmy nearly jump out of their skin.

Jimmy looks up at Burt worried.

JIMMY
Black-Tailed Banshee?

Burt nods as he picks the book up and places it back on the 
side table.

BURT
Remember, the Banshee doesn’t know 
you exist, so long as you don’t see 
your own image.

At this point a young girl pokes her head out from another 
set of curtains on the other side of the room. She looks 
around quickly, like an inquisitive meerkat.

This is LUCY (20s) and although we can only see her head, it 
is clear she has the looks of a model. 

She speaks in a very fast, staccato tone.

LUCY
What was that?

Lucy’s glance moves over to Jimmy who is looking nervously 
over at the book on the table. He changes his attention to 
Lucy and speaks to her in a scared voice.

JIMMY
Black-Tailed Banshee.

LUCY
What’s a Black-Tailed Banshee?

Before Jimmy can respond, Burt ushers Jimmy back to the 
corridor where he originally came from.

BURT
It’s nothing. We should all go back 
to our rooms.

Burt moves towards the Grandfather clock and looks at Lucy, 
forcing her away with his eyes.

Lucy shrugs her shoulders and goes back inside the curtains.

Burt stares at the grandfather clock. Counting every second.
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INT. POWDER ROOM - NIGHT

Lucy is powdering her face in front of a large ornate mirror.

She is wearing a full white dress that hugs her figure with 
flattering curves. She has the body of a goddess. 

She continues her makeup, unaware of Burt’s warning about 
reflections.

As we move in closer to the mirror, it feels like we are 
about to hear the banshee scream, but then there is a noise 
behind her and she turns her upper body round to see what it 
was; her reflection does the same as we would expect.

Now we do hear the Banshee scream, just as piercing and loud 
as before.

While she is facing away her reflection turns back, looking 
around as if trying to locate her; it’s eyes now possessed.

Lucy is unaware and exits into the lounge.

INT. LOUGNE - NIGHT

Emma enters from the kitchen at the same time as Lucy.

LUCY
That was not NOTHING!

EMMA
I’m scared.

Burt looks annoyed now as if no one is listening to him.

BURT
I told you, we shouldn’t all be in 
the same room, it’s too easy to 
find us. You MUST go back to where 
you were.

As he finishes his words, the Banshee scream howls out once 
more, this time seemingly coming from everywhere.

Emma, Lucy and Burt all look at each other but no one wants 
to move.
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INT. THERAPY ROOM - NIGHT

A man is lying down on a therapy couch. This is JACK (30s) 
and he is dressed in sports casual clothes with a baseball 
cap. There is a baseball bat by his side. His eyes are closed 
and he is holding one hand to his forehead as if he is trying 
to remember something.

JACK
It’s been like this ever since I 
can remember. There’s no memories 
that come beforehand, it’s just 
always been this way. *

He is talking to a man who we presume is his therapist. In 
fact, this gentleman is a cliché therapist. His name is DOM 
(40s) and he has a long dark mustache and dark black hair.

He is wearing an all white suit and waistcoat, with a black 
bow tie. He looks like something out of a Mark Twain novel.

DOM
So there was no trigger point? 
Nothing you can think of that would 
have started it all?

JACK
No, nothing. They’ve just always 
been there.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Burt has taken an authoritative position in the dynamic of 
the situation.

BURT
I should have told you before about 
your image. *

LUCY *
What about my image? *

Lucy looks back and forth between Burt and Emma looking for *
reassurance. She brushes down her dress. *

LUCY (CONT’D) *
What’s wrong with my image? *

Burt ignores her vain concerns and continues on. *
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BURT
You must not look at your own image 
while the Black-Tailed Banshee is 
among us. If you hear her scream 
when you do, then that will be the 
last horrific thing you ever see.

Lucy takes a half unnerving look back to the curtains and 
shivers at the thought of how close she might have been.

BURT (CONT’D)
I suggest we all go back to where 
we were and just hold tight until 
the hour is up.

EMMA
Why the hour?

BURT
After then the Banshee will return 
to her own world.

He pauses for dramatic effect, looking at each of the girls 
in turn.

BURT (CONT’D)
When that clock strikes 10pm, we’re 
all safe.

He extends out a finger and points ominously at the old 
Grandfather clock which currently reads 9.35pm

LUCY
I don’t want to go back to my room. 
There’s a mirror in there, how can 
I avoid seeing myself?

BURT
If we’re all together it will find 
us quicker. You have to GO!

Burt’s tone of voice commands them to move and they both *
reluctantly respond. *

INT. KITCHN - NIGHT

Emma is back in the kitchen looking terrified. She is 
glancing around noticing the huge number of reflective 
surfaces where she might catch a glimpse of her reflection.

Pots, pans, windows, even spoons.
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She doesn’t know which way to look and curls up into a little 
ball to protect herself.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Burt sits slowly down onto the couch and places his hands 
onto his knees. It’s almost as if he’s preparing to die.

INT. POWDER ROOM - NIGHT

Lucy enters the room with her eyes tightly closed and is 
using her sense of touch to navigate towards the chair.

She sits down and shakes her head, not wanting to accept the 
situation. Her eyes remain tightly shut but her head looks up 
towards where her mirror is. Her body language is trying to 
resist opening her eyes and looking.

INT. JIMMY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Jimmy is in his bedroom and seemingly now, not too bothered 
about the whole Banshee situation.

He is having fun making shadow puppets on the wall thanks to 
the light from an old table lamp. 

His own shadow catches his attention and as he looks over at 
it we hear the Banshee wail echo through the room. The wail *
is soft and sounds more fun than scary. *

The shadow’s form begins to change from little Jimmy to a *
cartoon form of the Banshee. *

Jimmy reaches out to touch the shadow and the shadow reaches *
back. *

As their fingers touch on the wall Jimmy giggles and then *
gradually slides down onto the floor, closing his eyes in *
peace. *

Jimmy’s body slowly fades out of existence. *

INT. POWDER ROOM - NIGHT

Lucy is crying and pushing her hands tight onto her ears, 
trying to shut out the world.

We can see her reflection in the mirror and there is a sense 
of magnetism as if the mirror itself is trying to force her 
to open her eyes and look.
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Lucy is chanting to try and calm herself down. *

LUCY *
It’s not real. It’s not real. It’s *
not real... *

As the mirror seems to almost push energy into the real *
world, a small object gets knocked off the dresser below the 
mirror and crashes onto the ground.

Lucy screams at the top of her voice, but still refuses to 
open her eyes.

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

Emma hears the scream and recognizes it as Lucy and goes 
running to help.

She races out of the Kitchen.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Emma comes running through the Lounge from the Kitchen and on 
to the curtains, as Burt calls after her.

BURT
Wait!

Emma doesn’t hear him and continues on.

INT. POWDER ROOM - NIGHT

Emma bursts through the curtain to see Lucy sitting on the 
chair still screaming. With her eyes closed and hands over 
her ears, Lucy doesn’t know Emma is there.

Emma crouches down next to Lucy and puts her arms on the 
chair.

Lucy’s face is still looking directly at the mirror as if she 
is not able to remove it from her blinded vision.

Emma picks up the fallen object and places it neatly back *
onto the dresser. *

She looks up at Lucy and follows her line of sight, catching  *
a glimpse of herself in the mirror. She suddenly realizes her 
mistake as the Banshee scream howls out so loudly that it 
drowns out every other sound. *

Emma seems more upset than scared *
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EMMA *
No, not yet. It’s not my time *
yet... *

Emma’s reflection then turns into the Banshee and her face is 
contorted in terror as she falls to the ground, dead from 
fright.

Lucy feels Emma’s body fall and finds some inner strength, 
jumps up and runs out the room, still with her eyes shut.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Lucy comes running into the lounge and over to where Burt is 
sitting. She falls down next to him, grabbing him on the 
shoulder and starts crying.

LUCY
Please help me, please help me, 
please, please...

Burt sits there shaking his head in denial, trying to 
distance himself from it all.

Lucy grabs him on either side of his head to stop the shaking 
and turns his face towards her. She looks him in the eyes and 
screams at him.

LUCY (CONT’D)
PLEASE help me! I don’t want to *
die! *

Burt tries to shake his head but she holds him tight.

As she looks at him her focus changes to his glasses and she 
catches a glimpse of her reflection in them as we hear the 
Banshee scream once more. The scream is louder than ever now *
and the horrific banshee appears to Lucy. She cannot look *
away, her eyes wide in fright as fear overcomes her and she *
dies in terror, collapsing onto the floor as her hands slip 
away from his face.

Burt begins to cry and tries not to move, waiting for the 
time to run out and to be safe again.

We stay on Burt for a while until eventually the Grandfather 
clock starts to chime 10pm, signaling the end of the terror.

Burt gets up and shows a huge relief to have survived through 
it all.
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INT. THERAPY ROOM - NIGHT

DOM
How many of them are there in 
total?

Jack opens his eyes to look over at Dom this time.

JACK
Well, 7 if you include the Banshee.

Dom sits a little closer to Jack seemingly intrigued.

DOM
Yeah, I wanna know more about this *
Banshee. I’ve never come across a 
Dissociative Identity of an evil 
spirit before. *

JACK
It’s so frustrating Dom. If it *
wasn’t for the Banshee, I could *
have made it. *

Dom looks a little confused, not sure what Jack is referring *
to. He shrugs off the comment and continues with his *
questioning. *

DOM
And you believe it’s trying to *
‘kill off’ all the other 
identities? *

JACK
Not trying, it IS killing them. *

DOM
Why do you think that is?

Jack is getting more frustrated with Dom’s questioning. *

JACK
You’re the therapist, aren’t you  *
supposed to know. *

Dom sits back and decides not to push things too much 
further.

DOM
Ok, so you say that it’s killed off 
some already?
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JACK
Yes, Emma, Lucy and Jimmy are dead. 
That means there’s not long before 
it has total control.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Burt is looking at the Grandfather clock as it chimes in a 
very similar style and fashion to the opening shot. He pulls 
out his pocket watch once more but this time his face turns 
into a bit of a frustrated frown.

BURT
Hmm, you’ve got ahead of yourself.

He reaches forward to the Grandfather clock and opens the 
glass cover to the hands. He puts the Grandfather clock back 
to the correct time shown on his ever trusty pocket watch.

The Grandfather clock now reads 9.59pm

Burt smiles happily, then reaches up and pushes the glass *
cover to the Grandfather clock closed.

As he does, the reality suddenly hits him as we see in his 
eyes the understanding that the hour is still not yet up.

The closing of the glass cover gives him the perfect view of 
his own reflection and we see his face change to a look of *
acceptance. Time has finally caught up with him and there’s *
no way to stop it now. As the Banshee wail resonates *
throughout the whole house, Burt clutches his heart, as he *
feels the last seconds of life tick away. He collapses onto *
the floor and stares, open-eyed to the world. *

INT. THERAPY ROOM - NIGHT

JACK
Burt’s gone.

Dom looks a bit shocked.

DOM
What, just in that second?

JACK
Yep.

Dom goes back to a pad where he has been writing some notes 
and adds a few more scribblings. He talks to Jack without 
looking back at him, keeping his focus on his notebook.
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DOM
So it’s just the Banshee left now?

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

We are now viewing things from what seems to be the Banshee 
POV as we move across the lounge towards another set of 
curtains that we’ve not been through before.

INT. THERAPY ROOM - NIGHT

JACK
No, there were 4 left including the 
Banshee. Now Burt is gone, there’s 
just 3.

Dom looks up at Jack over his glasses inquisitively as he 
runs through his notes and recounts the identities.

DOM
Hold on. Where do you get 3 from? I 
have just the Banshee left. You 
told me the rest have been killed. 
Emma, Lucy, Jimmy and now Burt. 
That leaves just 1.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

The Banshee moves through the curtain and up a flight of old 
dark stairs.

We follow as it arrives to a door at the top.

INT. THERAPY ROOM - NIGHT

Jack seems a little annoyed as if Dom hasn’t been listening.

JACK
No, I told you, there are still 3 
left. The Banshee, the Sportsman 
and the Therapist.

Jack looks up at Dom as we see the understanding appear on 
Dom’s face.

DOM
You mean...?

Jack nods slowly.
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JACK
I thought you understood that from 
the beginning?

Dom starts to slowly shake his head as the understanding that 
he is just another identity hits him.

JACK (CONT’D)
We’ve not got long. Look around.

Jack motions to the room where they are and as we pull out we 
can see that it is full of old mirrors at many different 
angles and styles.

Dom looks around and his head slumps in acceptance.

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

We hear the Banshee scream as it is implied that both Dom and 
Jack are frightened to death.

During the scream we reverse the previous Banshee POV as it 
appears to retreat from the top room, down the stairs, out 
the curtains, across the lounge, towards a locked main door. 
As we phase through the locked door, we emerge from the head 
of a woman sitting down on a sofa. We’ve not met this woman 
before but it appears that she was home to all the 
personalities we have been getting to know.

She has a heart monitor machine attached to her. It is making 
a periodic beeping sound. 

Every few moments the beeping is elongated, then returns to 
normal. 

The elongated beep sounds exactly like the Banshee wail we 
have been hearing throughout.

After a few final beeps, the monitor goes to flatline and we 
end with the same horrific banshee wail we began with.

FADE OUT.
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